
re/nu

fast fashion: 
a financial
 snapshot

“…millennials typically value 
experiences over things, which 

translates to the shopping 
experience, whether it is online or 

in stores, it has to be inspirational.”

stores are 
reducing lead 
time from 9 
weeks to 6 

weeks. Zara’s is 
15 days 

retailers such as Zara, 
renowned for their ability 

to react almost
instantly to current 

trends, have expanded 
throughout the world 
with unprecedented

success.

first nuuly store! 

nuuly 
distribution 
center

urbn east coast 
distribution center

home office

re/nu is not only a space for clothing, rather it creates 
a simple, yet interactive experience to change the 
perspective we may have on second hand garments. this 
location will offer many services that bring customers in, 
while all leaving with the satisfaction of not buying into the 
demand of fast fashion. offering various chances to revive 
your style is what makes re/nu so special. 

metamorphosis  | 
re[vive back to] nu
walking through the doors of re/nu will assist your journey 
with decreasing your carbon footprint through shopping. 
while the first steps in are the easiest, the deeper you 
indulge yourself, the more you can see yourself becoming 
a part of the revolution of a new thrift style. everyone is 
capable of morphing into a greener shopper. 

why ?
while subscription boxes 

may be a better alternative 
to shopping for new 

trendy clothes, there is 
still potential waste on a 
larger scale. fast fashion 
is a major contributor to 
clothing waste, and thrift 
shopping has become a 

safer alternative. 

where?

195 broadway new york, NY
(the largest subscription 

market in the us)

how is it 
innovative?

the new solution to shopping 
may be redefining the 

“thrift shop” with trendy 
options that the subscription 
companies may have to get 

rid of anyway after they lived 
out their life span.

The goal is to encourage 
a more sustainable 

version of shopping with 
a new retail environment 
that promotes upcycling 

your own wardrobe
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5 sustainable 
retailing 
concepts

style 
consultancy 

service
swapping

renting

sale of 
redesigned 

clothing

repair/ 
alteration 
service

 “...to satisfy these needs for uniqueness 
with less fashion products consumed and 
disposed could resolve the environmental 
issues associated with the excess 
production, consumption, and disposal ...”

Juliana Lupacchino got her big break 
in savannah, but now paints murals all 
over the US and even Europe! these 
finger painted murals add a touch 
of mod to the classical look to the 
building.

“Success in the next 
decade requires brands 
to be more innovative and 
proactive in reaching out 
to younger generations.” 


